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the most frustrating part of movie studio's interface is the lack of any timeline-based editing window. the program's timeline is just a series of separate panels, each with a set of audio, video, and picture tools. since you can't see your clips, you have to drag them in by clicking them one at a time. what's worse, you can't
see any of your clips in the timeline until you drop them in. movie studio offers a color corrector, color corrector, and a chroma keyer to help you fix over- or underexposed images, remove color casts, and adjust the color balance of your clips. it's a useful tool for most people, but it's not as smart as its competitors, such as
adobe premiere pro cc 2015 ($329 list, 4 stars). to make this correction, you have to specify the color correction area manually, which is a pain. movie studio lacks some of the advanced audio features of a professional program like premiere pro. the software offers a dtshd master audio 5.1 surround sound option, but only

one preset. you can also cut in, mute, and pan the audio on individual tracks. the software is also missing the ability to add audio effects like reverb and delay, and you can't change the audio speed. at least, you can't access the latter options from within the program. though it lacks the advanced audio features of premiere
pro, movie studio offers some of the same picture editing tools, including the ability to adjust the brightness, contrast, and color of your clips. you can also trim, crop, and rotate a clip, and you can copy and paste a clip in different areas of the timeline. like premiere pro, the program offers the ability to remove audio from

the picture or have the audio drop in and out of the video, as well as the ability to add audio effects like reverb and echo.
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the movie-generation feature was one of the least-intuitive aspects of movie studio.
the software button-mapped the media encoder into the various movie-generation
panels. generally, the encoder is a separate program, but not always. to use this

feature, you select one or more images to be used as covers, the software
automatically imports images that match the covers, sets the duration (assuming the
covers fit inside the movie's length, which they usually do), splits the original movie,

and assigns the covers to the new pieces. however, your custom covers don't get
imported and the software automatically creates new images, which do get imported

into the new pieces. after splitting, the movie studio splits the movie into pieces
automatically. the tech specs indicate that the software supports up to 4.2gb of ram,

that the total bitrate is between 3gb and 10.4gb, and that you can burn multiple dvds,
but the trial version only burned one. it also specifies dvd-video, not dvd-r, which is
the format used on this dvd. although the software's and dvds' specs indicate that
movie studio platinum 13.3 can import, save, and render up to 1080p avchd video,
the software's histograms remained at their default settings during all the tests. the
512mb default for the hard drive was usually enough to open a project file, but not

enough to handle the 4.1gb file we tried to import. the software should have a
preferences option to change the default settings, or users could install an external
application such as h.264 fixer or handbrake to convert the file. during the tests, the

software didn't even attempt to import the file. 5ec8ef588b
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